
Sinhala In�uence in Sri Lanka Malay

Sri Lanka Malay (SLM) is a contact language with Malay vocabulary and
South Asian grammar (Adelaar 1991). Smith (2003) notes that the major
local languages Sinhala and Tamil show very similar grammatical structure,
so that it is di�cult to identify the precise source of the South Asian struc-
tures we �nd in SLM. He goes on to argue that subtle di�erences between
Tamil and Sinhala in the marking of inde�niteness, number, and case suggest
that Tamil in�uence is more likely. Smith et al. (2004) add some phonotactic
evidence. This talk critically reassesses these claims based on a corpus of
about 100 texts and shows that they are empirically problematic. It then
discusses additional areas where Sinhala and Tamil diverge and shows that
SLM has greater parallels with Sinhala in this extended set.

Smith's �rst claim is that SLM does not mark de�niteness and is like
Tamil in this regard, while Sinhala does mark de�niteness. The data in the
corpus disprove this claim: SLM has a very solid marking of (in)de�niteness
which is almost identical to the Sinhala system. The second claim relates
to the number system. While Sinhala has obligatory number marking, num-
ber marking in Tamil and SLM are not obligatory (Smith 2003). However,
SLM has simply preserved the traditional optional number marking of Malay,
so that no language contact need to be invoked here. Furthermore, Tamil
has obligatory number marking on animates (Lehmann 1989), which is not
found in SLM. Smith's third claim is that the SLM accusative aligns with the
Tamil accusative. A closer observation reveals that the SLM accusative is a
very muddled area (Ansaldo 2005, Nordho� 2009) which combines Sinhala
and Tamil features but is no clear copy of either system. In the domain of
phonology, Smith et al. (2004) claim that SLM does not have initial retro�ex
stops, a parallel with Tamil. This claim is empirically wrong as SLM has
both initial dental stops as in [d”a:t”aN] `come' and initial retro�ex stops as in
[ãa:pur] `oven'. Incidentally, this is also what we �nd in Sinhala, so that the
domain of phonotactics suggests Sinhala rather than Tamil in�uence. Of the
four alleged areas where Tamil in�uence should be found according to Smith
et al., two rather exhibit Sinhala in�uence (de�niteness and retro�exes), while
one is a retention (number marking) and the last one (accusative) is a com-
promise between the systems of Sinhala and Tamil.

In a second section, this talks discusses three additional areas where Sin-
hala and Tamil diverge (prenasalized stops, existentials and loanword inte-
gration) and shows that SLM aligns with Sinhala in these areas, suggesting
a more important contribution of Sinhala than previously assumed.
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